Studies of nanoparticle-based optical matter have only considered spherical constituents. Yet nanoparticles with other shapes are expected to have different local electromagnetic field distributions and therefore interactions with neighbors in optical matter arrays. Therefore, one would expect their dynamics to be different as well. We investigate directed-assembly of ordered arrays of plasmonic nanoplatelets in optical line traps demonstrating reconfigurability of the array by altering the phase gradient via holographic beam shaping. The weaker gradient forces on and resultant slower motion of the nanoplatelets as compared with plasmonic nanospheres allows precise study of their assembly and disassembly dynamics. Both temporal and spatial correlations are detected between particles separated by some hundreds of nanometers to several microns. Electrodynamics simulations reveal the presence of multipolar plasmon modes that induce short range (near-field) and longer range electrodynamic interactions. These interactions cause both the strong correlations and the non-uniform 1 arXiv:1801.04647v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall]
particles,. [17] [18] [19] [20] 20, 21 Thus it is expected that anisotropic nanoparticles should allow creating new optical matter structures with novel dynamics due to anisotropic interactions. However no experimental studies of optical binding or formation of optical matter from anisotropic (nano-)particles have been reported. While near-field interactions have been investigated for small plasmonic (gold) nanowires (d/λ«1), 22, 23 optical binding has only been investigated theoretically for large dielectric nanorods, where ladder-like structures with edge-to-edge optical binding separations have been predicted for a range of nanorod aspect ratios. 24 We expect new properties to emerge in optical matter constituted of anisotropic nanoparticles due to the increased significance of higher order (scattering) modes and potentially different or enhanced many-body effects.
In this letter, we demonstrate that highly anisotropic nano-objects, gold nanoplatelets (Au-NPLs) with an aspect ratio ≥10, can form robust optical matter structures, but with very different interactions and dynamics than nanospheres as manifest both in the steadystate dynamics of the NPL arrays and during the assembly/disassembly process. We use linearly polarized optical line traps 7 to investigate optical assembly of Au-NPLs in a quasi-1D geometry. The use of optical line traps allows direct comparison of the influence of the phase gradient on NPLs and to those previously reported for to plasmonic nanospheres.
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To further manipulate and stabilize NPL interactions, we superimposed a Gaussian beam, the so-called zero-order, to the center of the line trap as manifest in NPL separations and fluctuations.
In our optical trapping setup (schematic in Supporting Information), the output from a cw Ti:Sapphire laser, 70 mW power measured before the objective, is directed to an inverted microscope (Olympus) and focused into a coverslip sandwich sample cell with a high numerical aperture water immersion objective (NA=1.2). The radiation pressure exerted by the laser beam pushes the particles towards the top coverslip of the sample cell where they are trapped near the water/glass interface. We use a spatial light modulator (SLM; Hamamatsu) to shape the Gaussian beam into a line trap by applying phase masks that act as cylindrical lenses that can be either concave (type I) or convex (type II) (see Supporting information, Figure S1b ). The beam's intensity distribution remains Gaussian along the trap (Supporting information, Figure S1c ), while the phase exhibits a parabolic distribution either positive (type I) or negative (type II) (Supporting information, Figure S1d) . Consequently, the optical gradient force can be decomposed into two forces: (i) the intensity gradient force, which is the same for the two types of traps, while (ii) the phase gradient force is of opposite sign for type I and II optical traps. 8, 9 The balance between the forces depends on the particle's dielectric properties. If the phase gradient dominates over the intensity gradient, particles can be driven directionally either into or out of the trap when switching the sign of the phase gradient. Formation of nanoplatelet linear arrays. Figure 1a shows a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of Au-NPLs. The shape and diameter of NPLs vary, but on average they are disk-like colloids with a diameter of 700nm and a 25nm thickness. 1, 5, 6, 27 in that the values shown in Table 1 do not equal integral multiples of the wavelength of the optical trapping beam in water (n=1.33).
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The trajectories also reveal strongly correlated motions of the NPLs suggesting that NPL arrays behave like rigid bodies. This observation is in qualitative agreement with prior results obtained for small spherical nanoparticles. 7 In optical matter, oscillations of constituents about their mean locations have been described by analogy with phonons in a crystal lattice: 28 the lattice periodicity is dictated by the periodicity of the optical field while oscillations are induced by small perturbations that lead to small displacements of the particles from their lattice site. At equilibrium (or steady state) the spectrum of fluctuations could be associated with a lattice temperature. 10 The displacements are transmitted from one particle to another via their electrodynamic interactions, but there could also be a hydrodynamic interaction via the fluid (water).
In our experiment, we expect the intrinsec properties of both the trap (the optical intensity and phase gradients) and the NPLs (multipolar scattering), to affect any collective oscillations (modes) of the array. Because the trapping strength increases toward the trap center (see Supporting Information) and the number of neighbors is different for each NPL due to the finite size of the system, the amplitude of the fluctuations around the mean position of each NPL should change with the particles' distance from the center of the trap.
Also, the shape of the NPLs will affect how they scatter light and therefore the nature of their electrodynamic interactions and thus the transmission of a perturbation from site to site including retardation. However, the maim point is the extensive correlation of NPL motion observed in the trajectories of Figure 3 . from its probability density distribution, P M F ({x} i ) = −ln [P ({x} i )], where {x} i are the set of x coordinate positions of particle i and P ({x} i ) is the associated probability density distribution. The trap stiffness for each individual NPL in each array is determined by fitting their associated PMF with a harmonic potential. 12 The stiffness at their sites along the trap vary between approximately 10 fN/µm to 100 fN/µm (see Table 2 ), while the confinement perpendicular to the trap (not shown) is about 10-20 fN/µm. This might be viewed as surprising since the increase of the total power due to the zero order is only 5%. We attribute the increase of the stiffness by a factor of 10 for both polarizations in the presence of the zero-order beam to the associated enhanced fields and inter-NPL interactions (see Figure 2 .
The influence of the number of NPLs in the trap on the stiffness of the array is also a factor.
Both Figure 3e -f and Table 2 show that the NPL-associated PMFs become wider (i.e.
smaller stiffness) as the distance to the mean position (= 0 µm) increases (see Supporting Information) in line with a decreasing number or total absence of neighbors on their outward side. This observation is in agreement with a decrease of the optical intensity and optical gradient force along the line; 7 both are enhanced by the presence of the zero-order beam (Figure 2d ). Their enhancements lead to stronger inter-NPL interactions that stabilize the overall array and each NPL in it. This conclusion is most dramatic when one NPL is strongly anchored at the zero order location (in pink Figure 3e -f). In one case, the center of the trap overlaps with the center of the array, (Figure 3f ). In the other case, because of the asymmetric assembly, the zero-order beam did not overlap of the array center. It seems that the NPL at the zero-order position acts like a barrier that disconnects the motion of the NPL on each side (see Supporting Information). The induced electrodynamic asymmetry will require a deeper investigation, and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Finally, we note that when the NPL array was disrupted by the presence of a Au nanosphere, the probability density distribution of the closest NPL departed from the expected Gaussian shape becoming either a strongly skewed Gaussian distribution (Figure 3c) that leads to an asymmetric PMF, or a very broad distribution (Figure 3d ) leading to multiple and shallow wells in the PMF. In these cases, either no value or only a rough estimation of the stiffness (bold) is given in Table 2 .
Influence of the phase gradient on NPL dynamics. We inverted the phase gradient (type II trap) after NPLs are organized into 1-D arrays, then waited 6-16 seconds and reversed the phase gradient again to a type I trap to measure their collective dynamics during dissassembly and assembly. This procedure, as shown in Figure 4 , drives the NPLs outward (type II trap) or inward (type I trap) along the main axis of the line trap. The influence of the zero-order beam is revealed when it is shifted away from the line trap. We study the dynamics for parallel and perpendicular polarizations. Figure 4a shows consecutive snapshots (images) of the NPLs in a type II trap in which the phase gradient is opposite to the intensity gradient; that is, the phase gradient pushes the Au nanosphere and the Au NPLs out of the line trap along its main axis. The green arrows point at the single rapidly moving Au nanosphere that had been trapped together with the Au NPLs. The Au nanosphere is driven more than 10 times faster than the outer most nanoplatelet. The much slower motion of NPLs shows that they have much less responsive to the phase gradient than the Au nanospheres. We calculated the translational drag coefficient for a NPL oriented with its short axis perpendicular to the motion to determine whether hydrodynamic drag forces may be responsible for the slower motion of the NPLs. According to Perrin's formula, 29 the friction coefficient for an oblate ellipsoid is:
where
For a disk of height a=12.5 nm and a radius b=350 nm immersed in water (η Thus, assuming equal electrodynamic forces, the hydrodynamics suggest that a nanosphere would move slower than a NPL (by 10 3 times). Even a correction that takes into account the distance to the substrate would not decrease the sphere drag by 3 orders of magnitude.
Therefore, we conclude that the different behaviours come from the electrodynamic forces.
Confirming insights from our FDTD simulations that the NPLs interact very differently with light than nanospheres. Figure 2d) . We expect the hydrodynamic interactions between NPLs to play a minor role, particularly as it was recently shown that electrodynamic interactions can be dominant over hydrodynamic in light driven nanoparticle system. To our knowledge, there have been no similar observations of correlated drift reported for plasmonic nanospheres. If analogous correlated drift occurs in the driven dynamics of nanospheres its observation will require much higher frame rates or more viscous solution conditions to measure. In fact, we expect the collective drift phenomenon to be somewhat unique to NPLs (and perhaps other higly anisotropic nanoparticles 24 as the multipolar excitations and the interactions inherent therein create a more complex potential energy landscape. The separations of the NPLs summarized in Table 1 are not values typical of optical binding (d ≈ λ/n with λ = 800nm, n = 1.33 leading to d ≈= 600nm or 1200nm), whereas nanospheres are dominantly separated by there well-defined distances or at near-field sepa-rations. 2, 6, 7 Our findings expand the manipulation of plasmonic nanoparticle interactions by exploiting temporal and spatial correlation between particles separated by some hundreds of nanometers to few microns. It opens opportunities for exploiting multipolar plasmon modes to sculpt light with nanoscale precision over tens of micrometers.
